Master Craftsmen
and Women

We would like to warmly thank our sponsor Mrs Claudette Ocelli, Felibrige
Majorale, Assessor of Provence and Provencal language teacher. It’s thanks to
her that Terre de Provence exists in the first place. Also, a big thank you to our
other sponsor Pascal Michalon, well-known designer, famous for his tailor-made
work round the world.

THANKS TO THEM
PASCAL MICHALON - Interior
Designer
With us since 2013, he designed, drew
then tailor-made the whole furniture. He
maximised the “open” rooms space in
every single detail; from the wardrobe to
the head-bed to the mid-height screens
that widen perspectives.
The Frédéric Mistral lounge, the reception area and the restaurant L’Olivier owe
him their warm and unique ambiance, as
well as this extra-special something.
SERGE BARADIAN - Skilled
Metalworker
Qualified craftsman, he steps in in all the
arty metal work. He creates stylish handguard, patio doors and glass roofs and
designed as our emblem a 300-meter
railing ornamented with countless roses.
SERGE DUCKIT - Light Designer
Passionate about architecture, Serge has
been immersed in the world of light since
1987. Idealist to the core, he sees no limit
to his creativity. He surrounds himself with
the most talented and unearths sparkling
nuggets that align esthetic, technology
and safety from an ecological and responsible approach.
EMMANUEL FOUQUE - “Santon”
Figurine maker
This family business is a provençal institution of passion for the earth passed
down from 4 generations. The “santon”
figurines are hand-crafted in Provence
from local clay. This original craftsmanship
done in the pure tradition has been awarded with the Living Patrimony Label. We
would like to thank Emmanuel Fouque
for having agreed to create for us a 70cm

santon representing Frédéric Mistral, glorifying his grandfather who had succeeded this feat before him.
MARCEL BRACQ - Stained-glass artist
The glass-maker Marcel Bracq designs
and creates unique pieces. If asked about
the work he’s the proudest of, Michel
Bracq, without any hesitations, names
the stained-glass work he did for our
hotel “It’s the best work of my life”. A
4-sqm piece that represents “Vincent and
Mireille”.
XAVIER FERRAND - Photographer
Passionate about extreme sports and
photography, he is THE in-house Photographer. Over the seasons, he wonderfully captures the ambience and produces
realistic and true images.
DAVID MAHÉ - Sauna Creator
A recognized artist and specialist in the
creation and installation of traditional
saunas from Finland, David Mahé is an
enthusiast who crosses all over Finland to
source his wood and create the marvels
in our hotel !
CHRISTOPHE POUILLE - Well-being
space Creator
Craftsmen of father and son in Béziers,
the Pouille family creates and installs
wooden well-being spaces for individuals
and professionals. In collaboration with
their carpenter, they create personalized
prototypes for unique projects. “Thanks
Mr and Mrs Bégel for letting us create
with confidence. This prototype is now
our benchmark project for future luxury
hotels ”.

YVES MESTRE - Landscaper
Fourth Generation Landscaper established
in Avignon. Since 2002, he has been creating our green spaces while using exclusively local plant species. He knew how to
create an authentic provençal oasis in the
heart of Le Pontet’s business district.
MICHEL LACOSTE - Water Processing
We owe him the installation of our lap
pool and jacuzzi’s filtration and the treatment of the water. He comes in once or
twice a week to maintain the temperature
of this pool so that it keeps a constant 28°
and 37° for the jacuzzi. He ensures, in collaboration with an approved laboratory.
that all hygienic standards are kept.
NICOLE ORSINI - Painter
Nicole Orsini is the artist who created
the ensemble of the frescos in the house.
“From the moment I could hold a pencil, I’ve always had the drive to draw and
then paint. I love having the opportunity
to create, restore or to teach and share the
happiness in my work”.
MAISON DE CASCAVEL - Wine
producer
Wine producers for 20 years, Xavier,
Lilian and Didier have brought us their
expertise and attentiveness in order to
offer us a meticulously-sourced selection
of organic and local wines, nuggets from
southern France from the Rhône region to
Provence.
BERNARD FAUCON - Earthenware of
Apt
From the grand dynasty of the Bernard
Family up to the arrival of Francis Faucon
and his grandchildren who carry on the
earthenware history of Apt, to the magnificent meeting today with these inspired
and inspiring artists; we are honoured to
be able to pass down in our own way, a
little bit of the history of the marbled earth
to the colored clays.
GAËLLE LAMAIGNÈRE - Digital Print
It is thanks to her that you are informed
and directed. Her small signs accompany
and improve the flow of progression and
information at the heart of the hotel.

Our partners
MAXIME ROCCI - Electrician
Local craftsman, “Max” has done a remarkable job of taking over all the former
electric installations dating back to 1988.
Today, he is in charge of electric maintenance. Loyal and present at our side for
many years now, he demonstrates an incredible level of professionalism.
ARTMATIC - Automations
Artmatic has been proposing video surveillance, securit locks, building safety
and automation systems for nearly 20
years. … Sylvain is our security expert.
He codes all the access so that with your
room key card, you can access the different facilities in the hotel.
NET QUALITÉ - Maintenance
Deeply rooted in the local economy, we
have here another true human connection with Catherine Delleci and the joy of
sharing the same values, the same vision.
We thank her for the remarkable work her
team has done in cleaning the rooms and
the surrounding areas of the hotel.
REYNAUD EQUIPEMENT - Food
Service Materials
Pascal fitted the bar and the hotel
kitchens and has ensured the upkeep for
a number of years. Recently, he restyled
and equipped the large cabinet in the hotel restaurant.
BLANCHISSERIE LA PROVENÇALE
Listed and known by the big names in the
hotel industry, la Blanchisserie Provençale
accompanies us each day in cleaning the
linens within the rules of the art of hotel
treatment.
LA BONNE ETOILE - Communication
agency
Vanina Zéau records all of the hotel’s information in our “Art de vivre” bible and
on our website.
She transcribes into words and graphic
design everything you need to know and
discover about our place.

